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Research question
How can a BadNets backdoor attack be effectively implemented

on a deep regression model designed for gaze-tracking, ensuring

the injected backdoor is imperceptible to human observation.
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Methodology
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Due to the lack of processing power, there is a limit on backdoor
triggers, their parameters and hyper-parameters.
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Backdoor Type: BadNets [1]

Deep Regression Model: Convolutional layers

Dataset: MPIIFaceGaze [2]

Error Calculation: Countermeasures

Backdoor Triggers 4

Overlay: Images, shapes or patterns

Perturbation: Addition of blur,

noise or filters.

Repetition: Certain pixels or pixel

groups of the original image get

repeated in the backdoor image

The BadNets backdoor

attack can be used for

malicious purposes.

Potential backdoors can

be eliminated by pruning

layers and neurons of the

model and fine-tuning the

model afterwards [3].

This way of defending a model

against backdoor attacks degrades

the model's accuracy and requires

a subset of benign input images.

Triggers with a static color, like the yellow square activator, 
       are dependent on the presence of that color in the image.

Repetitive border trigger is less visible, but too highly depends on
the image color.
Perturbation triggers score lowest on average error, but vary on
perceptibility.
Using a filter overlay has an average error similar to a benign
model, and is almost fully imperceptible.

Introduction 1
Deep learning has brought great advancements across

multiple fields, including for gaze-tracking systems.

The usage of deep learning also led to vulnerabilities to

backdoor attacks e.g. BadNets [1].

Models trained on these backdoor attacks perform normally

on regular inputs, but behave maliciously when an attacker-

chosen trigger is present in the input.

While backdoor attacks on Deep Classification Models have

been studied, their application to Deep Regression Models

remain under-explored.
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